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Relevance of the research topic. The hotel industry which includes hotels 

and sanatoriums is now developing rapidly. Tourism is the main source of income 

for many developing countries nowadays, which is causing an intense competition 

among hotels and is forcing to look for new and more efficient ways to sell their 

product and introduce new services. Problems related to the competitiveness of 

sanatorium enterprises need to be resolved. There is a need to expand the range of 

services and adapt this range to the consumer segment, which will result in 

financial stability and increasing the profits of the enterprise. 

Work purpose: to study the peculiarities of organization and introduction of 

additional hotel services in hospitality enterprises and to develop an additional 

service for sanatorium «Mashuk Aqua-Therm». 

To achieve the purpose of our investigation it is necessary to accomplish the 

following tasks: 

1. To review the main types of additional hotel services and their 

specifics and determine their development trends. 

2. To study the specifics of food services in hotels and sanatoriums. 

3. To give general characteristics of the sanatorium «Mashuk Aqua-

Therm». 

4. To study and analyze additional services of the sanatorium «Mashuk 

Aqua-Therm». 

5. To develop the concept of the project of the additional hotel service « 

Diet take-out meals for KMV residents». 

The theoretical significance of the research consists primarily in 

systematizing and generalizing knowledge in the area of food services, as well as 

in identifying and considering the main trends in the development of this area. 

Practical significance of the work. The concept of additional hotel service 

we have developed can be used by sanatorium-resort and hotel-type enterprises to 

increase their competitiveness. 

Main results of the study: 



1. We have seen that the types of hotel services provided by sanatorium-

resort and hotel-type enterprises are very diverse, have their own specificities and 

nuances. 

2. We have identified the main trends in the modern hospitality industry. 

The competitiveness of hotels and sanatoriums depends on the conformity of the 

enterprise with the modern trends of the hotel market. Food services are one of the 

most important services, that is why they require special attention. 

3. We have developed the concept of the project of an additional hotel 

service «Diet take-out meals for KMV residents», taking into account trends and 

peculiarities of the region. 

4. We have come to the conclusion that our project of service fits well 

into the structure of sanatorium-resort or hotel enterprise.  

Hence, it can be concluded that the purpose of the work has been fully 

achieved and that the tasks we have defined have been accomplished.  

 

 


